ABSTRACT

This contribution presents architectural and parametric optimization techniques developed and implemented for FIST, an automated high-level synthesis system of analog filters based on behavioral VHDL-AMS descriptions. The application of FIST and its optimizer to low pass RF filters are discussed and illustrated with a case study of 1GHz Butterworth filter design. Performance evaluation is based on a combination of accuracy and power consumption. The candidate architectures selected and evaluated by the synthesizer are presented their performance characteristics are discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

High-level automated synthesis is broadly defined as a process of converting abstract specifications of hardware into optimized structural implementations. Typical stages of high-level synthesis involve exploration of possible architectures, parameter and constraint exploration for candidate architectures, performance model generation and performance evaluation. As complex System-on-Chip (SoC) designs with a mixture of complex analog and digital blocks are becoming increasingly more common, it will be practically impossible to benefit from future technological advances without the use of suitable high-level synthesis tools. Although often representing a small part of a mixed-signal SoC, the analog part often causes the bottleneck in design time and effort. This is because analog design automation is still lagging behind its digital counterpart. Therefore, particular attention needs to be devoted to new high-level synthesis methodologies for mixed-signal and analog specifications. A number of approaches have recently been proposed. One of the earliest methodologies is the one implemented in the VASE environment (VHDL-AMS Synthesis Environment) [1-3], which performs analog synthesis from functional specifications in VHDLAMS. That approach, as well as many others [4-6], start from graph-like specifications or parse trees derived from the description [7], produce various architectures that suit the specification, and then optimize their parameters. The results of each synthesis step are passed to the next step after non-viable solutions are rejected. It has to be noted that while earlier analog synthesis tools are mainly knowledge-based [8-10], in which synthesis mainly relies on a database of information regarding circuit structure and behavior, the more recent approaches are optimization-based [11-13], where the synthesis problem is viewed as an optimization task. For the synthesis of analog circuits, there are several basic tasks common in the design and building of an analog module: (1) specification, (2) topology generation, (3) performance evaluation and (4) structure generation. This contribution concentrates on the three latter aspects, which heavily rely on optimization, and our specific application is targeted towards the synthesis of continuous-time low-pass RF filter circuits. An automated synthesis environment, named FIST [14], has been developed for this purpose. The input of FIST is a high-level VHDL-AMS behavioral description and the output is a HSPICE netlist of the best filter topology that realizes the input specifications. FIST recognizes and hence, can synthesize, certain types of filter elements either in the time domain using differential-algebraic equations (DAEs) or in the frequency domain using s-domain transfer functions.

2. OUTLINE OF SYNTHESIS ALGORITHM

Figure 1 shows the implementation of our synthesis methodology for analog filters. The process begins with a scan of the VHDL-AMS parse tree for synthesizable syntax to finally produce a filter netlist that will be parametrically optimized using a three-tier optimization system. The three tiers of the optimization process comprise: (1) stochastic search, (2) non-linear simplex and (3) the built-in HSPICE curve-fitting optimizer.

When the tree scanner recognizes a synthesizable construct, it employs a static calculator to search the parse tree in a recursive manner, to evaluate the required filter coefficients from the user defined VHDL-AMS code. This process extracts the filter specification. High order filters (i.e. of order greater than 2) are mapped into configurations of first and/or second order cells. The resulting configurations are then parametrically optimized and the best configuration is selected. The parametric optimization relies on the error figure calculated as the difference
between the desired and actual AC characteristics. AC analysis is performed by full HSPICE simulation around a DC operating point whose evaluation is included in the optimization.

3. ARCHITECTURAL OPTIMIZATION

Architectural optimization is performed by analyzing various filter topologies, parametrically optimizing them using the selected performance criteria and finally choosing the best one. Three key aspects must be addressed: 1) parametric optimization engine, 2) evaluation method, and 3) performance model. In our case the performance model is based on a weighted combination of the frequency response accuracy and power consumption. The strategy is illustrated in Figure 2, where the performance model is the AC response data. The optimization engine is based on a three-tier optimizer as described below. The evaluation method relies on full HSPICE AC analysis performed for each candidate topology within each iteration of the innermost optimization loop. The optimizer returns the cost function value for each topology to the architecture evaluator, which selects the lowest cost function topology.

Filter cells are obtained from a collection of HSPICE netlists of analog filter topologies suitable for high-frequency applications. To increase the optimization accuracy and likelihood of finding the global minimum, the parametric optimizer employs a three-tier optimization strategy (Figure 3), which is a combination of stochastic search, downhill simplex algorithm [15] and HSPICE’s built-in optimization engine [16]. The downhill simplex, or also known as the amoeba, is based around manipulation of a multi-dimensional simplex. The built-in optimization engine in HSPICE uses a combination of the steepest descent and Gauss-Newton methods as proposed by Levenberg and Marquardt [17]. The steepest descent algorithm is applied when the current search is far from the solution, hence large and rapid movements are made to find a better point. When the algorithm detects that the search is improving too slowly, the Gauss-Newton method is used. We have found that the HSPICE optimization algorithm is very sensitive to the starting point and frequently does not converge to a good local minimum. Unfortunately cost functions calculated from simulation results of analog circuits tend to have many local minima. Hence, the FIST optimizer relies on stochastic search to generate good starting points as shown in Figure 3.

4. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

The accuracy measure is obtained from the error figure generated by the HSPICE curve-fitting algorithm, which runs in the innermost loop as shown in Figure 3. It realizes the following least-squares estimate of how much the
simulated AC frequency response differs from the magnitude of the desired response [16]:

$$\text{err}_{\text{total}} = \left[ \frac{1}{n} \cdot \sum_{i=1}^{n} \text{err}_{i}^{2} \right]^{1/2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where,

$$\text{err}_{i} = \frac{M_{i} - C_{i}}{\max(\text{MINVAL},M_{i})}, i = 1,n$$ \hspace{1cm} (2)

where \(n\) is the number of frequency points, \(M\) and \(C\) are the measured and calculated values respectively, and \(\text{MINVAL}\) is defaulted at 1e-12 to prevent floating-point errors. The multi-objective optimization for accuracy and power cannot be done by HSPICE optimization alone, as this would involve different types of HSPICE analyses – AC analysis for frequency response, and operating point or transient analysis for power - using the same set of parameters. As information regarding power consumption of the candidate can be obtained from HSPICE optimization results, it is possible to find a set of solutions which are both accurate and exhibit reasonably low power consumption for a particular topology. Therefore, the formulation of the total cost function \(CF\) that guides the outer optimization loops can be given as follows:

$$CF = \text{err}_{\text{total}} \cdot w + \text{Power} + \text{err}_{bp}$$ \hspace{1cm} (3)

where \(w\) is a weighting factor to ensure that a penalty given to \(\text{err}_{\text{total}}\) is high. \(\text{Power}\) is the total power consumption in Watts, and \(\text{err}_{bp}\) is a penalty calculation specific to the band pass filter only. The stochastic search serves primarily as a tool to explore the local minima present in the surface of analog circuit optimization cost function. The initial points generated stochastically are used by the simplex-based optimization, which moves the initial points towards a solution that optimizes the accuracy and power of the candidate design. The downhill simplex algorithm uses HSPICE’s optimization to obtain the set of parameter values that gives the closest fit to the specified frequency response curve.

The values of the weighting factor \(w\) are selected to give more prominence to the accuracy, and effectively ignore the power consumption, if the accuracy errors are excessively large (Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Curve-fitting error value</th>
<th>(w)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(\text{err}_{\text{total}} &gt; 0.9)</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.6 &lt; \text{err}_{\text{total}} \leq 0.9)</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.4 &lt; \text{err}_{\text{total}} \leq 0.6)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.3 &lt; \text{err}_{\text{total}} \leq 0.4)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.2 &lt; \text{err}_{\text{total}} \leq 0.3)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{err}_{\text{total}} \leq 0.2)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: The penalty values assigned to the curve fitting optimization cost function given by eqn (3).

4. CASE STUDY: SYNTHESIS OF A 1GHz 4TH LOW PASS FILTER

This case study presents the synthesis of a fourth-order lowpass Butterworth filter with a cut-off frequency of 1GHz. The VHDL-AMS specification for this filter is presented in Figure 4.
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Figure 3. Three-tier parametric optimization strategy.

definition of filter is

port (quantity Vin: real; quantity Vout: out real);
end definition

architecture transfer of filter is
constant a:real:=4.1589e-10;

constant b:real:=8.6483e-20;

constant c:real:=1.0535e-29;

constant d:real:=6.4162e-40;

constant num: real_vector:= (1);

constant den: real_vector:= (1,a,b,c,d);
begin
Vout == Vin'LTF(num,den);
end architecture;

Figure 4. VHDL-AMS code of a fourth-order lowpass Butterworth filter at 1GHz.

The filter topologies are implemented in a 0.35u CMOS technology, suitable for mixed-signal integrated circuit design. Figure 5a shows the general block diagram of two second-order lowpass filter block cascades selected by the synthesizer for parametric optimization. The OTA cells are labeled 'gm1' and 'gm2'. Apart from the cascade, a multiple loop feedback (all-pole) structures [18] were tried in the IFLF and LF configurations shown respectively in Figure 5b and 5c. Thus, in this example, three different types of OTA-C filter architectures were considered: folded cascade.

The OTA itself has been implemented using three different configurations [11-13]: (1) wide swing, (2) folded cascode and (3) wide-swing folded cascode. Each OTA configuration was tried with each filter architecture resulting in nine different circuits that attempt to implement the required low pass filter. All transistor widths, the bias currents as well as capacitor values were optimized using the method described in the previous section.

Table 2 shows optimization results for all the nine designs. The cost function CF was computed as defined in equation (3), where $err_{real}$ is obtained by calculating the difference between the HSPICE’s AC response with 6 points specified as in-line data in the netlist. The 6 points are located in the critical frequency region between 0.13 GHz to 4.3 GHz. From Table 2 it can be observed that the best topology with the lowest CF is LF2, which is the leapfrog topology implemented
with the folded-cascode OTA. The most accurate topology is IFLF2, i.e. the inverse follow-the-leader feedback, also implemented with the folded-cascode OTA. The topology that consumes least power is Cascade 1, i.e. the cascade of biquads using a wide-swing OTA. This topology, however, is the least accurate amongst all nine. From this observation, it can be seen that a trade-off exists between power and accuracy. This is because the accuracy is largely dependent on the circuit gain – poor accuracy is mostly due to the fact that the circuit is not producing enough gain. To increase the gain, more current needs to be drawn. This in turn, increases the power consumption. Figure 6 shows the AC responses for the nine filter topologies produced by the synthesizer.
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Figure 5. Implementation of a fourth-order low pass filter. (a) Using two cascaded sections of low pass biquads. All-pole multiple loop feedback structure; (b) IFLF (c) LF.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>No. of restarts</th>
<th>Evaluation no. (avrg time)</th>
<th>Time taken (s)</th>
<th>Cost function</th>
<th>Error function $\text{err}_{\text{final}}$</th>
<th>Power (mW)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cascade 1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>194 (60.79s)</td>
<td>11794</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cascade 2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>46 (46.41s)</td>
<td>2135</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>14.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cascade 3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>515 (92.89s)</td>
<td>47839</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>64.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LF 1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>881 (65.89s)</td>
<td>58051</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>28.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LF 2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1273 (52.38s)</td>
<td>66682</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>21.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LF 3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1311 (225.45s)</td>
<td>295564</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>73.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFLF 1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1939 (142.38s)</td>
<td>276067</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>52.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFLF 2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1814 (163.20s)</td>
<td>296048</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>48.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFLF 3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1227 (240.84s)</td>
<td>295505</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>98.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Optimization results for the nine different topologies for a fourth-order lowpass filter. The number following each topology name indicates the OTA cell used in the structure, 1: Wide-swing OTA, 2: Folded-cascode OTA, 3: Wide-swing folded-cascode OTA.
5. CONCLUSION

This contribution presents an efficient methodology for synthesis of integrated high-frequency analog filters from behavioral VHDL-AMS specifications. The synthesis algorithm used by FIST that is based on the parse tree of the behavioral VHDL-AMS has been explained. Also inclusive and vital in FIST’s synthesis methodology is the architectural and parametric optimization step that involves a three-tier system that works on a selection of filter cells from a library to give the best filter circuit in terms of accuracy. As the main application for FIST is targeted for integrated high-frequency use, the filter cells as well as the optimization formulation were geared for this. The feasibility of the method has been demonstrated by the automated design of a $4^{th}$ order 1GHz low-pass filter.
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